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MSP NOISE OVERSIGHT COMMITTEE  
MEETING MINUTES 

Wednesday, November 20, 2019 at 6:30 PM 
MAC General Office 

Lindbergh Conference Room 

Call to Order 
A regularly scheduled meeting of the MSP Noise Oversight Committee, having been duly called, was held 
Wednesday, November 20, 2019, in the Lindbergh Conference Room at the MAC General Office building. 
Chair Hart called the meeting to order at 6:35 PM. The following were in attendance: 

Representatives: P. Borgstrom; M. Brindle; T. Cossalter; P. Dmytrenko; C. Finlayson; J. Hart;
C. Koppen; J. Malin; P. Martin; D. Miller; J. Miller; L. Olson

Staff: J. Lewis; B. Juffer; P. Mosites; D. Nelson; N. Pesky; M. Ross

Others: R. MacPherson – FAA; D. Nuccio – US Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD); C. Diaz – US Representative Craig’s Office; J. Carlson
– Minnesota Senate; D. O`Leary – Mayor Sunfish Lake; C. Field – City of
Eagan; H. Rand – City of Inver Grove Heights; M. Doll – City of Burnsville; B.
Hoffman – City of St. Louis Park; W. Schmidt – Inver Grove Heights; T.
Gladhill – Eagan; A. Gladhill – Eagan; J. Fischbach – Edina; R. Goldser –
Eagan; R. Pam – Eagan; J. Orner – Eagan; K. Welage – Eagan; D. Hughes –
Eagan; S. Norling – Mendota Heights; G. Norling – Mendota Heights; J. Sax
– Eagan; J. Candee – Inver Grove Heights; B. Raker – Eagan; K. McLaughlin
– Eagan; H. Leslie – Eagan; T. Drill – Eagan; S. Henry – Eagan; D. Sloan –
Mendota Heights; C. Grawe – Apple Valley; C. Carrino – Edina; J. Laurence
– St. Louis Park;

1) Review and Approval of September 18, 2019 Meeting Minutes

Chair Hart, Delta, asked for approval of the September 2019 NOC minutes. Representative Olson, asked
that modifications be made to comments she made:

• Page 4: Representative Olson asked that her comments regarding her concern for the process

laid out by the FAA were more cumbersome that previous efforts.

• Page 4: Representative Olson asked that her comments to show support for the City of Eagan

be included in the minutes.

• Page 5: Representative Olson asked that minutes be modified to state, “…if the 1.5 decibel

increase was the standard being applied to evaluate impacts for the NEPA review…”

A motion was made by Co-Chair Miller, City of Eagan, and seconded by Representative Dmytrenko, City 
of Richfield. The motion passed unanimously; the minutes were approved as modified.  
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2) Review of Monthly Operations Reports: September and October 2019 

Michele Ross, Assistant Technical Advisor, reviewed and presented the September and October 2019 
operations report for MSP airport.  
 

September October 

• Total Operations: 33,366 • Total Operations: 34,775 

• Nighttime Operations: 1,975 • Nighttime Operations: 2,221 

• North/South/Mixed: 24/55/15 • North/South/Mixed: 40/37/16 

• Complaints: 20,376 • Complaints: 15,480 

• Complaint locations: 496 • Complaint locations: 321 

• Hours of aircraft sound events: 461 • Hours of aircraft sound events: 526 

• R17 procedure: 99.5% • R17 procedure 99.1% 

• Crossing procedure day: 25% • Crossing procedure day: 20.7% 

• Crossing procedure night: 66.2% • Crossing procedure night: 44.1% 

• EMH Corridor: 90.6% • EMH Corridor: 90.4% 

• RUS: 54.1% • RUS: 54.4% 

 
Representative Olson, Minneapolis commented that the flow was about the same as last year, and the 
number of households complaining have reduced year to date. Olson also asked for clarification 
regarding mixed flows. 
 

3) Public Comment Period 

Chair Hart, Delta, introduced the public comment period protocol and announced there were seven 
speakers who submitted comment cards. 
 
Jamie Candee, Inver Grove Heights (IGH), submitted comments that she lived in Eagan for 5 years, then 
moved to IGH 3 years ago. She is a frequent business traveler and also a concerned resident regarding 
the arrivals on Runways 30R and 30L (rate, altitude and volume of flights). Requests dedicated 
representation.  
 
Anne Gladhill, Eagan, submitted comments regarding departures from Runway 17. Gladhill asked that 
the Eagan letter be moved through to the next step in order to stop directing flights over Eagan. 
 
Paul Lostetter, Eagan, submitted comments regarding departures from Runway 17. Expressed concerns 
that Runway 12R is no longer the priority use runway. Referred to consideration of noise pollution and 
compatible land use as it relates to the Eagan letter that will be addressed later in the meeting.  
 
Steve Henry, Eagan, recognized appreciation for the efforts of Dianne Miller, the Eagan ARC and the 
Eagan City Council to reduce the level of noise pollution in Eagan. Noted support for Eagan letter 
recommendations that direct flights over noise compatible land uses. Henry asked the NOC to provide 
advocacy to adopt the Eagan proposals. 
 
David Hughes, Eagan, submitted comments regarding working from home and being able to hear 
aircraft activity. Hughes noted he would like to have a mobile monitoring at his residence. He indicated 
that he is woken up every morning on South Flow days by aircraft. Hughes asked the NOC to adopt the 
letter from Eagan.  
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Ted Gladhill, Eagan, submitted comments in collaboration with Ron Goldser, Eagan.  Goldser moved to 
Eagan in 1988 before Runway 17 opened. Gladhill asked the NOC to adopt the Eagan proposals and 
advocate to the MAC Commission and FAA to accept the proposal.  
 

4) Eagan City Council Request 

Brad Juffer, Technical Advisor, reviewed past actions by the Eagan City Council which resulted in the 
current letter to the NOC. Juffer explained that in September 2019, the Eagan City Council sent a letter 
to the NOC requesting the NOC endorse recommendations crafted by the Eagan ARC to modify specific 
procedures to reduce the number of departures from MSP that fly over residential portions of Eagan. A 
copy of the letter was included in the meeting packet. Juffer discussed the Runway 17 report 
commissioned by the NOC in 2019. Key findings of that report concluded that the use of Runway 17 for 
departures had increased after the new CRO mitigations were implemented but that while the runway 
was being used more often, the way in which it is being used was not significantly different. Juffer 
provided background on the process detailed by FAA Regional Administrator Rebecca MacPherson 
regarding community requests to modify flight procedures. 
 
The following public representatives spoke: 

Cyndee Fields, City of Eagan City Council Representative, noted the importance of safety and that 
MSP is an economic generator. Fields noted that Eagan developed with land use compatibility 
considerations. Fields asked the members to seriously consider the recommendations of the letter 
from the City of Eagan.  
 
Dan O’Leary, Mayor of Sunfish Lake, asked attendees to consider that we are all neighbors, and 
should all work together and share the burden.  O’Leary noted that is in support of the proposals if 
they are better for Eagan more so than they are worse for other communities.  
 
Heather Rand, Community Involvement Director, City of Inver Grove Heights, submitted a letter 
as well on behalf of the residents of Inver Grove Heights. Rand indicated that Inver Grove Heights is 
supportive and appreciative of Eagan’s letter but noted some items may represent a shift of a 
problem rather than a true solution. 
 
Charles Grawe, City of Apple Valley expressed appreciation for how the NOC has worked over the 
years to drive solutions that are best for the whole group. Grawe expressed concerns that some of 
the recommendations in the Eagan letter may reroute noise from one noise sensitive area to 
another. 
 
Minnesota State Senator Carlson expressed that noise and airplane activity has increased. Carlson 
asked that the Eagan letter be read carefully. 
 

Representative Olson asked for clarification about the handout that city residents provided during the 
public comment period that noted amended recommendations. Representative Miller responded that 
she had reviewed the Eagan request at an Eagan ARC meeting and that Brad Juffer will speak to that 
next.  

 
(A presentation with maps was shown in conjunction with these discussion items). 
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Discussion Regarding Recommendation 1A  
Brad Juffer, Technical Advisor provided a background on Recommendation 1A which asks that 
departures from Runway 17 that have initial routings to COULT or ZMBRO use Runway 12R instead of 
Runway 17. Juffer advised that shifting departures to Runway 12R may decrease efficiency. Juffer 
recommended that the request be amended to include Runway 12L in addition to Runway 12R to 
allow for more flexibility.  
 
Chair Hart requested an estimate of the impact to Runway 12R if arrivals were added and noted that 
taxi time for Delta departures on 12R increases when waiting for arrivals to 12R.   Juffer noted an airfield 
capacity study is currently underway that will include an analysis of level of delay in different 
configurations. Juffer went on to note that during straight south flow when Runway 17 is unavailable 
for use due to strong winds, arrival traffic is spaced to allow for departures on Runway 12R which does 
result in some efficiency loss.    
 
Representative Brindle asked if there was a benefit to adding Runway 12L to this request and if there 
was an adverse effect to a different community by including Runway 12L to this request. Juffer advised 
Runway 17 departures would be moved as written to 12R and fly over portions of Mendota Heights and 
northern Eagan. If Runway 12L was included in the request there would be more traffic moved to 
Mendota Heights and potentially Sunfish Lake.  Departures from 12R and 12L with COULT or ZMBRO 
fixes could use the Crossing-in-the-Corridor procedure to keep aircraft over the most compatible land. 
Use of 12L and 12R are prioritized over Runway 17 however this is not typically done during the day due 
to efficiency loss. Brindle asked if this request is a compromise or if it is a burden. Juffer responded that 
flight tracks would be moving to a different portion of Eagan as well as Mendota Heights and Inver Grove 
Heights but would not be able to determine burden without population data which is an analysis that 
MAC in coordination with the NOC could undertake for any of the requests that are identified as safe 
and feasible by the FAA.  
 
Chair Hart noted that aircraft using 12L would be flying over compatible land use. Juffer responded that 
that was correct but that there are some residential land uses that are over flown by departures from 
Runway 12L.  However, use of 12R and 12L has always been prioritized over other runways due to 
compatible land use.   
 
Representative Dmytrenko noted that during planning for Runway 17, Runways 12R and 12L were still 
intended to be the priority for departures. Juffer noted that Runway 17 was assumed to be used for 
37% of departures in the environmental documentation.  
 
Representative Olson requested clarification that when Runway 17 is being used for departures it 
makes Runway 12R more appealing as an arrival runway. Juffer noted that if Runway 12R is not being 
used for departures then FAA would not need to provide the same spacing between arriving aircraft to 
allow for departures to also use the runway however, a lot of MSP traffic arrives from the south and 
would likely be routed to 12R anyway and 12R is also a longer runway that some aircraft would require 
regardless. Olson asked if staff could quantify how the use of Runway 12R for departures impacts 
community experience in terms of the slowdown of arrival traffic. Juffer answered that there is currently 
no quantifiable data to answer that question but that demand at the airport can impact the arrival path 
length for final approach and where aircraft turn for final approach. 
 
Co-Chair Miller noted that Eagan purposely did not include 12L in the proposal because Eagan is willing 
to take the burden. Miller asked members to seriously consider the request because it takes advantage 
of the commercial industrial corridor the city developed. Looking for ways to give the FAA examples to 
move the procedure forward. 
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Chair Hart suggested adding an amendment that states “if not impeded by nor impeding arrival traffic” 
to 1A to provide flexibility to ATC while still providing efficiency.  Co-Chair Miller noted that flexibility 
when capacity and efficiency allows is an important component. No objections to this amendment by 
the NOC were made.  
 
Discussion Regarding Recommendation 1B 
Brad Juffer, Technical Advisor introduced Recommendation 1B which requested that Runway 17 
departure headings be varied to limit frequency over a single area. Juffer detailed how departure 
procedures from all runways at MSP are conducted. Departures at MSP have natural dispersion of 
traffic; however, flights going to the same initial fixes will often be given the same heading to fly after 
departure. This does cause some defined routings. Juffer reminded the committee that the Runway 
17 departure report from July found that the distribution of headings assigned to aircraft are largely 
unchanged. Finally, Juffer discussed the work conducted by NOC previously to request FAA use varied 
headings for departures from Runway 30R over the City of Minneapolis. 
 
Representative Brindle requested confirmation that the 210° heading goes over Burnsville and 
clarification on what would change with implementation of this recommendation. Juffer noted that 
more information from the FAA on this request was needed.   
 
Representative Cossalter noted that ATC provides a heading based on destination and that the request 
is proposing a random variation. This request may not be feasible and know that and moving it forward 
anyway may reduce the NOC’s credibility as an organization. Juffer noted that there is that potential but 
that the FAA should make the final determination on ATC feasibility.  
 
Co-Chair Miller commented that the environmental documentation could have shown variation in 
departures because the intent was to fan Runway 17 departures. Juffer noted that the graphic 
presented shows density to highlight the majority of traffic but that if density was removed you would 
see a complete fanning of aircraft departures from 17.     
 
Representative Olson noted that the dispersion from Runway 30R has worked well for Minneapolis and 
that it should be explored.  
 
The NOC agreed that more information from the FAA was needed and this item should move forward. 
 
Discussion Regarding Recommendation 2A  
Brad Juffer, Technical Advisor presented Recommendation 2A which asks for an eastbound turn 
restriction from Runway 17 be implemented. Juffer described the environmental documentation 
conducted prior to construction of Runway 17/35. That documentation found that an eastbound 
restriction would not have the same benefit to overfly compatible land as the westbound restriction 
and departures to the east should initiate their turn as soon as possible due to the fact that there is 
not one flight path considered better than another when departing to the southeast over existing 
residentially developed areas. Juffer then displayed a graphic showing where flight tracks would be 
more concentrated over neighborhoods in Eagan if a restriction were in place.  
 
Chair Hart clarified that the proposal would shift noise from northern Eagan to southern Eagan and it 
concentrates noise. Co-Chair Miller added that the data discussed on this recommendation indicates 
that it would not be beneficial to other residents in Eagan and asked for it to not be considered further. 
There were no objections.  
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Discussion Regarding Recommendation 2B 
Brad Juffer, Technical Advisor introduced Request 2B which asked that all eastbound flights from 
Runway 17 fly to a fix at Interstate 35E and Cedar Avenue prior to making their turn. Juffer displayed 
this approximate path and again detailed how departures operate from MSP. Due to this type of 
operation there would be natural variation to the track if all flights were given a 170° heading and 
aircraft would overfly residential areas adjacent to Cedar Avenue.  
 
Co-Chair Miller raised capacity issues and commented that of all the calls she receives from residents, 
this is one of the most asked questions. Miller is hopeful that the data will show the residents that the 
noise would not change overall, but instead just move in some cases and be more concentrated in 
others. The committee decided not to move this item forward after discussion. 
 
Discussion Regarding Recommendation 2C 
Brad Juffer, Technical Advisor provided a background on this recommendation which asks for the 180° 
heading to be used more often thereby reducing the use of the 120/140/155 headings. Juffer 
indicated that this request is similar in nature to request 1B. Juffer further provided statistics about 
the use of the 180° heading found in the Runway 17 Departure Operations Report. The use of 180° 
heading was up to just under 10% in 2018 and staff expect it will be higher than that again in 2019. 
This recommendation asks that the 180°  be utilized more often. Juffer advised that MAC staff believes 
that this recommendation warrants further evaluation by the FAA.  Chair Hart noted this option would 
be shifting but also dispersing noise. The committee decided to move this item forward for review.  
 
Discussion Regarding Recommendation 2D 
Brad Juffer, Technical Advisor presented Recommendation 2D which asks for all departures from 
Runway 17 to use the 2.5 mile river departure before turning east. Juffer noted that the 2.5 mile river 
departure procedure is simply a 2.5 mile turn point for west bound flights. After a westbound 
departure flies 2.5 miles on runway heading, a westbound, right hand turn is given by ATC. The aircraft 
initiates the turn to the west and then is on course to the initial fix. The track of the aircraft will be 
over the river for a period of time after the turn, but there is not a 2nd leg in the flight intentionally 
designed to keep it over the river. Juffer indicated that the intent of this recommendation was for all 
Runway 17 departures to fly straight out from the airport for 2.5 miles, turn to the west and overfly 
the river for an additional period of time. At that point, eastbound flights would turn left, back to the 
east and continue to their initial fix. Juffer then demonstrated that there appears to be multiple 
impacts of this recommendation including a concentration of every departure from Runway 17 onto 
one track. That would limit the use of divergent headings to separate traffic and require aircraft to 
instead be separated by delaying departures. Second, this would concentrate all eastbound 
departures over the City of Burnsville as aircraft would initiate their eastbound turn and route aircraft 
directly over that city. Third, it would increase the travel time of aircraft departing Runway 17 to the 
east and increase fuel burn and associated emissions output.  
 
Representative Brindle and Chair Hart noted that this recommendation would shift noise to other 
communities. Representative Olson requested clarification regarding what the altitude of aircraft would 
be at the end of the 2.5 miles. Juffer clarified that for a typical departure aircraft be at 3,000 to 4,000 
feet before reaching incompatible land uses. The committee decided that this item would not move 
forward.  
 
Discussion Regarding Recommendation 3A 
Brad Juffer, Technical Advisor introduced Recommendation 3A which requests to move Runway 12R 
and 12L westbound departures to Runway 17 to take advantage of the 2.5 mile river departure. Juffer 
detailed that Runway 12R is generally only used during the day for departure when necessary for 
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operational reasons or if strong northeast winds preclude the FAA from using Runway 17. Juffer then 
provided an explanation of the Runway Use System (RUS). Juffer displayed flight tracks for departures 
from Runway 12R that are westbound which results in aircraft overflying Eagan and Inver Grove 
Heights. The recommendation instead requests that these flights be routed to Runway 17 at night to 
take advantage of the Minnesota River. Juffer highlighted that because this recommendation would 
be utilized at night, it is expected that the impact on capacity would be limited or in some cases may 
increase the efficiency of the airport. There would, however, be a potential that some neighborhoods 
would see more nighttime departures. Juffer displayed the result of MAC Staff noise modeling.  Juffer 
indicated that there may be minor impacts to residents in Burnsville, Bloomington and Richfield. 
Finally Juffer recommended modifying this request to read ‘Move 12R and 12L westbound departures 
to Runway 17 provided the aircraft can be directed to follow the Minnesota River for no less than 5 
nautical miles.’ to ensure compatible land of the Minnesota River be utilized for overflights.  
 
Chair Hart noted this would move activity from mitigated and compatible land uses to other areas with 
some compatible and some incompatible land uses. Representative Dmytrenko noted concern that this 
recommendation specifically relates to nighttime operations and that it could increase nighttime 
sideline noise in the City of Richfield. Juffer clarified the FAA process would include high level analysis at 
both the FAA and the MAC before potentially testing any of the recommendations followed by a NEPA 
level environmental review.   
 
Representative Brindle reviewed the letters received from other at-large communities and read support 
from the City of Apple Valley if aircraft can be contained within the river valley and support from the 
City of Burnsville.  Co-Chair Miller requested that this move forward to the FAA so the NOC can get the 
data before determining if it is shifting noise because aircraft would be overflying incompatible land uses 
at higher altitudes than currently. Juffer indicated he would not anticipate increases in the Day-Night 
Average Sound Level (DNL) noise contours over residential land uses with implementation of this 
recommendation.   
 
Chair Hart requested that the procedure should be modeled before testing. Representative Martin 
requested clarification regarding the amount of time the procedure would be tested in order to be 
statistically significant and also noted the City of Bloomington’s support for gathering more information 
before making a determination.  Juffer noted that testing length would be at the discretion of the FAA. 
The committee agreed to move this item forward for more information/data gathering.  
 
Discussion Regarding Recommendation 3B  
Brad Juffer, Technical Advisor provided a background on Recommendation 3B which asks if westbound 
departures from Runway 12R could turn immediately after departure and follow the river valley to 
the southwest without impacting residents living in Northern Eagan. This question was asked an 
alternative to Recommendation 3A.  Juffer responded that for this procedure to be possible, an 
aircraft would need to accelerate to takeoff speed, climb, and complete a 90-120° righthand turn 
within 3 nautical miles. While there are some smaller general aviation aircraft that may be capable of 
doing this the majority of air carrier operations would not turn sharply enough to avoid the 
neighborhood in Eagan directly south of the Eagan/Mendota Heights Corridor.  
 
After brief discussion it was determined that this was not realistic from a pilot’s standpoint and the item 
was not recommended to move forward. 
 
Discussion Regarding Recommendation 3C  
Brad Juffer, Technical Advisor introduced the final item labeled 3C which requests that departures fly 
straight out until reaching a certain altitude before initiating a turn. The letter references 5,000 feet. 
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Juffer displayed a map showing the location where most flights reach 5,000 feet and indicated there 
would need to be consideration given to where these climbing departures are crossing the incoming 
arrivals, because that location would be altered.  
 
Representative Brindle stated this recommendation had significant negatives and should not be moved 
forward. Chair Hart agreed noting that it would concentrate noise to residents from both arrival and 
departures.  
 
Representative Borgstrom noted this recommendation would impact separation of arriving and 
departing aircraft, trapping departing aircraft at 5,000 feet for quite some time causing airport and fuel 
efficiency impacts. The committee determined not to move this item forward.  

 
Brad Juffer, Technical Advisor introduced the action before the committee to request that the MAC 

Planning, Development & Environment Committee forward the proposal for FAA to conduct a high-

level evaluation of the feasibility of the City of Eagan’s recommendations, as amended by the NOC to 

include 1A, 1B, 2C, and 3A. Further request MAC forward to the FAA a letter from NOC requesting the 

FAA findings be provided in writing and presented at a future NOC meeting. 

A motion was made by Co-Chair Miller, City of Eagan, and seconded by Representative Martin, City of 
Bloomington. The motion passed unanimously. 
 
Co-Chair Miller, City of Eagan, thanked the committee on behalf of the City of Eagan. She also asked 
that the FAA verbally update the NOC and share the written letter so it could be also shared with the 
City of Eagan. 
 

5) Review of Fall MSP Listening Session 

Michele Ross, Assistant Technical Advisor, reviewed the Fall Listening Session. The Fall Listening Session 
was held at the MAC General Offices and included nine residents from Eagan, one resident from Edina, 
six residents from Minneapolis, three residents from St. Louis Park, one resident from Sunfish Lake and 
one resident from Richfield. Also in attendance were MAC Commissioner Katie Clark Sieben, NOC Co-
Chair Jeff Hart, NOC members Loren Olson, John Bergman and Paul Borgstrom as well as MAC staff.  
 
Topics raised during the meeting included:  

• Aircraft activity over South Minneapolis, east of Hiawatha Avenue 

• Aircraft activity over Eagan 

• Ground noise and vibration noted by residents of South Minneapolis, Eagan, and Richfield with 

concern during nighttime hours 

• Development of a land use restriction corridor by the City of Eagan, south of Runway 17, to reduce 

development of non-compatible uses 

• How operational change factors (RNAV arrivals, CRO, etc.) have an impact on noise 

• Development of a smartphone app to allow for aircraft complaints when not located at 

one’s home 

• Chicago O’Hare Quiet Skies Program 

• How departures from Runway 17 could be redistributed to other runways 

• Implementation of ground-based noise mitigation measures such as landscaping or walls 

• Review of the MSP LTP at future NOC meetings 

• The use of the parallel runways for arrivals 
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6) Summary of Aviation-Related Research Update 

Jennifer Lewis, Community Relations Coordinator gave an overview of the research projects that were 
completed, active, initiated, or anticipated in 2019 or 2020. The information was attached in the 
meeting materials. Representative Olson commented about noise research studies and how to 
continue to talk about the results. 
 

7) Review and Approval of 2020 NOC Work Plan, 2020 Meeting Dates, 2019 NOC Accomplishments 

Brad Juffer, Technical Advisor, explained the draft NOC Work Plan was composed of 3 major parts. 
They include the Residential Noise Mitigation Program, MSP Noise Program Specific Efforts as well as 
Continue Review of Public Input. Juffer noted the origin of many of the items specifically noting that 
Item J was added to the work plan after the City of Minnetonka sent a letter to member Brindle 
requesting noise monitoring in their city since the September meeting.  
 
Representative Olson commented that the City of Minneapolis has been responding to complaints 
related to ground noise. Olson noted that this could be addressed through a workplan item or the City 
and the MAC could continue to collaborate on responding to questions using available data. Juffer noted 
that following the listening session MAC staff initiated a preliminary review of past work completed 
by MAC, MASAC and NOC on ground noise and suggested a full MSP ground noise literature review 
as a possible item for the 2020 workplan to define a scope of work for a possible future MSP ground 
noise study. Chair Hart recalled that this item has been discussed previously and that the 2020 NOC 
Workplan was full and this could be an item for another year. Representative Dmytrenko noted that 
the City of Richfield has also been receiving questions and complaints from their community members 
and that the MAC and the city have a positive history of collaborating to implement procedures to 
address impacts. Representative Brindle requested clarification on the timeline of when past work 
had been done.  Juffer clarified that most of the work related to ground noise at MSP is in the range of 
15 to 20 years old.  Dmytrenko went on to clarify that past procedural changes had such a positive 
impact that an assessment of current procedures could result in adjustments that could further 
reduce impacts.  Juffer clarified that a possible workplan item would be a review of existing 
studies that have been completed and procedural adjustments are not anticipated at this time. 
The NOC determined that no change to the 2020 Workplan is necessary at this time but that 
committee members will continue to require MAC support in responding to concerns from 
community members.  Representative Olson requested clarification regarding ATC staffing impacts to 
runway use at night. Juffer indicated this would be added to the nighttime arrivals balancing study.  
 
Juffer then reviewed the proposed 2020 meeting dates and 2019 NOC accomplishments. Juffer also 
thanked the members for their continued commitment to the Committee.  
 
Co-Chair Miller, City of Eagan, moved and Representative Dmytrenko, City of Richfield, 
seconded to: Approve and recommend to the MAC Planning, Development and Environment 
Committee the Final 2020 MSP NOC Work Plan; and Approve the list of 2019 Accomplishments 
and tentative 2020 Meeting Dates.  

 
The motion carried by unanimous vote. 

 
8) Update on the FAA’s Survey to RE-Evaluate Noise Measurement Methods 

Brad Juffer, Technical Advisor, noted the NOC has been monitoring the FAA Survey to re-evaluate 
noise measurement methods since 2015. This effort by the FAA included a survey of residents near 
20 airports in the US. Juffer then detailed certain provisions in the FAA Reauthorization bill signed into 
law in 2018. This legislation included a number of noise provisions. They required both general as well 
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as specific actions by the FAA. Section 173 requires FAA to complete research on alternative noise 
metrics as a possible replacement to DNL within one year. This study is completed but has not been 
released yet. Section 188 requires FAA to evaluate alternative metrics to the current DNL standard, 
such as the use of actual noise sampling and other methods, to address community airplane noise 
concerns. 
 
Section 187 requires that the FAA complete ongoing review of the relationship between aircraft noise 
exposure and its effects on communities within two years. It specifically requires FAA to revise its Part 
150 land use compatibility guidelines (14 CFR 150). Representative Olson observed that the NOC had 
selected to wait for the FAA reports when they were anticipated to be forthcoming, however, the 
NOC has an opportunity to drive the conversation about alternative metrics in order to capture 
impacts using information that is already available and it is not necessary to wait for the FAA.  
 

9) Airline Policies and Procedures (delayed until January meeting) 

10) Review Residential Noise Mitigation Program Implementation Status 

Brad Juffer, Technical Advisor offered that the memo in the agenda packet included all of the pertinent 
information related to this item. 
 

11) Announcements  

Brad Juffer, Technical Advisor, noted the listening session and the NOC meeting will take place in late 
January of 2020. 
 

12) Adjourn 

A motion to adjourn was requested by Chair Hart, Delta, moved by Co-Chair Miller, City of Eagan, and 
seconded by Representative Sloan, City of Mendota Heights. The meeting adjourned at 9:05 pm. 
 

The next meeting of the NOC is scheduled for Wednesday, January 29, 2020 at 1:30 PM (please note this 
proposed meeting date is delayed allowing for a packet distribution schedule after New Year’s Day). 
 
Respectfully Submitted, 
Kalae Verdeja, Recording Secretary
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November 19, 2019 

Metropolitan Airports Commission 
Noise Oversight Committee 
Attn: Bradley Juffer, Community Relations Manager 
6040 28th Avenue South 
Minneapolis, MN 55450 

RE: Response to Airport Noise Mitigation Requests Made by the City of Eagan 

Dear Mr. Juffer and Members of the Noise Oversight Committee: 

The City of Burnsville supports the efforts of the Metropolitan Airports Commission (MAC) Noise Oversight Committee 
(NOC) to reduce aircraft noise over residential areas.  

As a member of the NOC At-Large Subcommittee, the City of Burnsville generally supports the findings and 
recommendations of MAC staff related to requests made by the City of Eagan in their Sept. 3, 2019 letter.  

For matter of public record, the City of Burnsville would like to note its position on two specific items addressed: 

2D – Could all Runway 17 departures use the 2.5-mile river departure procedure before making an easterly turn? 
The City of Burnsville agrees with the MAC staff recommendation that this item should not be considered for additional 
study by the FAA.  

Requiring all Runway 17 air traffic to first travel west down the Minnesota River corridor, and then make an easterly turn 
(over northcentral Burnsville) would only shift air traffic noise from one community to another and would not offer any true 
noise mitigation.  

3A – Move Runway 12R and 12L westbound departures to Runway 17 to take advantage of the 2.5-mile river departure. 
MAC staff has indicated that this change in departure procedure (if limited to overnight operations) could potentially 
provide noise mitigation to Eagan, central Burnsville and other communities.  

The City of Burnsville supports the MAC staff recommendation to ask the FAA to further study of this item, but reserves its 
official position until more information on potential impacts becomes available.  

Thank you for your ongoing efforts to help reduce aircraft noise in our communities. 

Sincerely, CC:  Burnsville City Council Members 
Burnsville City Manager 
U.S. Congresswoman Angie Craig 
U.S. Senator Amy Klobuchar 

Elizabeth B. Kautz, Mayor U.S. Senator Tina Smith 
City of Burnsville 
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